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PRODUCT >> NEW STUFF

The new Rhino-Rack T-Loader product ( RTL001 ) has been designed 
to cover several roof carrying needs in one item.

The unit makes loading of kayaks a simpler and easier job, particularly 
on those vehicles with cross bars mounted central on the vehicle. The 
T-Loader’s tow ball location essentially adds a convenient 3rd bar to the 
extreme rear of the vehicle. The design is such that it tilts back allowing 
a kayak to start the loading procedure at a more manageable lower level. 
The kayak is pushed forward either onto conventional cradles or just tied 
to the roof bars.

T-Loader is supplied with the tilting, ball mounted post which is key 
lockable, 1250 mm cross bar and sling kit.

In addition to kayak use it is equally at home with those in the trade 
with utes and vans. Loading ladders, timber or any cumbersome long 
load becomes easy and gives extra third bar support.

Thule WingBar – a new generation 
of quiet roof racks
The latest innovation from Thule breaks new ground in 
the growing market for roof racks. Thule WingBar is 
inspired by airplane wings and sets a new standard 
for quietness and safety.

Thule WingBar has been developed by Thule’s design team 
and tested in Thule’s specially built Thule Aerolab in order 
to obtain the most efficient air and weight capacities 
possible. The result is a roof rack that is nearly noiseless 
and can be mounted on all cars. Thule Aerolab tests 
show a sound level 13 decibels lowers than the Thule 
AeroBar – which means that Thule WingBar only 
produces six percent of the predecessor’s sound 
energy and is thereby nearly noiseless. Thule 
WingBar is also good for the environment and your 
wallet, generating 55% less drag than previous 
models.

The roof rack has been crash tested and 
approved for a maximum load of 100 kg, as per 
ISO standards.

“With the Thule WingBar, we have created a product that places itself in its own part of the 
market and, through its combination of noiseless design and easy mounting, distances itself from 
all other competitors. The roof rack also has a form factor that lives up to high consumer demands 
for an attractive and slender appearance,” says Greger Juhlin, Vice President of Thule Vehicle 
Solutions.

The Thule WingBar is compatible with Thule accessories with T-track mounting and Thule boxes 
with PowerClick mounting. Thule WingBar is equipped with the following:

• WindDiffuser™ - textured rubber strip for maximum noise reduction
• SmartSlide™ - easy rack measurement system (utility patent pending)
• WingPlug™ - end piece that easily opens to attach accessories.
• Light-weight aluminum
• Rack has a slightly curved design to fit the shape of the car roof
• T-track for easy mounting of the rack and additional accessories

The Thule WingBar is available for purchase in September 2011. 

About Thule Aerolab
Thule, with help from leading experts in aerodynamics (including leading European car 
manufacturers) and acoustics, has designed a special wind tunnel where aerodynamic qualities and 
sound can be simulated and measured at various speeds. Using these measurements, the product 
form can be changed, decreasing sound and drag. 
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